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The role of national committees in participating 
countries:  
 
The national committees in each country will specify the suitable activities for 
their country from the time being and up to the day of the march.  
 
Few suggestions are listed below: 
 

1. Easing the process of traveling to Jerusalem for those with suitable 
circumstances and nationalities (passports). 

2. Palestinians from the occupied territories of 1948 and those who are able 
from the west bank will make their way towards Jerusalem or the nearest 
possible point to it. 

3. Massive marches will initiate from neighboring countries towards 
Jerusalem or the nearest possible point to it. 

4. Starting the march from the main mosques and especially historical ones 
such as Alzaytoona, Faas, Abu Hanifa Alnuman and the independence 
mosque in Jakarta and so on.  

5. Protesting in front of the Israeli embassies in countries that accommodate 
them.  

6. Dissemination of solidarity activities and the importance of the march to 
the preachers of Friday prayers in different countries to be addressed on 
Friday 23rd March 2012 

 
A media team should emerge out of each national committee in different 
countries to promote the idea of the GMJ and to reach out to all means of media 
audio, visual, written, electronic and using different means of communication 
and through mosques and forums. The aim is for the Global March to Jerusalem 
to become a point of unity and understanding around different countries. It is 
encouraged to allow different generations to express their warm feelings 
towards Jerusalem by all means of communication available. 
 
Collecting the signatures of scholars, recognized figures, personalities and bodies 
supporting Jerusalem in its continuous struggle.  
 
Emphasizing the peaceful and civilized nature of the marches. No harm or 
destruction will be committed during the marches and at the same time we are 
ready to offer ourselves for the freedom of Jerusalem.  
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We are not a party or an organization, but we are a spirit of Jerusalem that flows 
through the nations.  The Muslim nation and the liberals of this world have one 
demand and that is the freedom of Jerusalem.   
 
Developing a good plan for media coverage of the march before, during and after 
the end of the march relying on the mainstream media in each country.  
 
Prevent clashing with the norms and laws of each country and not involving local 
affairs within the demands of the march, which should focus exclusively on 
Jerusalem. 
 
Exclude all unrestrained groups from leading roles of different activities of the 
march and ensure the provision of genuine symbols and characters. This is a 
global and humanitarian issue and should be addressed by individuals and 
groups that are known for their support of just causes.  
 
Documenting all stages of the march by sound, image and word and sending 
what is appropriate to human rights organizations.  Ensuring the submission of a 
copy to the central media committee of the GMJ to produce a documentary to be 
distributed globally.  
 
Opening a logbook to register information about all activists involved and 
naming it ‘ Jerusalem registry/archive’ in order to benefit from their efforts later 
and to honor them and communicate them when needed.  
 
Ensuring the effective role of the mosques and places of worship in raising 
awareness and rallying for the march. 
 
Pursue efforts to arrange with officials of the Religious affairs Departments or 
Ministries in some countries wherever possible and host religious symbols. 
 
Arrange special participation of senior scholars such as SH. Qaradawi and others 
and organizing press conferences to cover their participation.  
 
 
Some suggested slogans: 
 

1. AlaQsa mosque is in danger 
2. Stop Judaizing Jerusalem 
3. Peace for the city of Peace 
4. United for the freedom of Jerusalem 
5. March For Freedom 
6. In our millions we march to Jerusalem  
7. Jerusalem ..together we protect and liberate 
8. Together we make history.. together we march to Jerusalem. 


